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Hello delegates!
My name is Jordan Green and I will be your chair for this committee. This year is my
second year in Model UN! This is my first time chairing a commitee, and I am excited and have
high hopes for the conference! Last year was my first
year, and seeing how WYOMUN and other
conferences worked has helped me to grow as a
delegate! With the support and leadership from others
in our delegation, I hope I can be a great chair for
everyone!
As well as Model UN, I am involved in many other
clubs around school! I am a representative on the
student council, and in Mock Trial, Project Lead, and
ACES which is our club for Advancing Cultural Equity
and Success. This year I am hoping to get involved in
Spanish Club as well, since becoming bilingual in
Spanish is a big goal of mine! I am also on the track
team and am working very hard to improve from last
year! This year, over the summer I volunteered at the
Cincinnati Zoo as part of the ZooTeen program, and
next year I plan to as well. I love to hang out with my
friends, however, I like spending time alone as well.
My friends and I would most definitely describe me as
an introvert. Reading is my favorite hobby, and I specifically love reading contemporary
romances. I have a never- ending list of books I want to read that I keep adding to!
I also really like school. I love my psychology and chemistry classes the most! I have
always been interested in science since I was little. I used to always ask my mom for science kits,
to experiment with, and I had a lab coat and goggles as well! I was a mad scientist! When I’m not
reading, or hanging out with friends, I spend a lot of time studying, which I actually enjoy. When
I’m older, I hope to be a pediatrician or a pediatric psychiatrist.
I am very excited to see where this committee goes, and am excited to see everyone on
the day of the conference! You can contact me at jordan.m.green@icloud.com for answers to any
questions or concerns!
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My name is Jack and I am the side chair for this committee. This will
be my first year in model UN and I'm so excited
to grow my leadership skills with you all! With
the support and guidance of those of you who
have a lot of experience, I hope I can be a great
side chair for this committee, and I'm so
excited to meet new people from other
delegations!
As well as model UN, I am involved in many
other clubs and extracurricular activities such
as volunteering with Project Lead, a
representative of the Mock Trial team, and the
school's tennis team. I love to travel, as
evidence by my picture, and explore the world
with its many diverse cultures. I have been to
4/7 continents and hope to travel to all 7 at
some point in my life. I really enjoy spending as
much time with family and friends as I can, but I also love a little alone time, but
doesn’t everyone? I think that my favorite hobby would be reading à REALLY
good book. Im a very picky reader, so it's hard to find a book series I really enjoy
but when I do, I can't put it down! My favorite type of book would have to be
science fiction or dystopian novels. Despite the amount of complaining I do about
school, I really do love it. I think that learning is something super important and
school gives me an opportunity to hang out with my friends! I especially love my
AP psychology class! I think I want to be a psychologist when I grow up because it
is a super interesting field and I love helping people. I've really enjoyed the idea
of psychology since I was little, and always wanted to understand people better.
I am very excited to see where this committee goes, and how far my
leadership skills will grow. I can't wait to see everyone on the day of the
conference! If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to email me at
jackdavidoleary8@gmail.com Lets have an awesome Model UN year!
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Introduction
The Napoleonic Wars took place between 1799 and 1815. These wars were a continuation
of the French Revolution. Napoleon Bonaparte originally wanted to maintain and lay down
France’s power and dominance. However, the war’s purpose shifted and instead focused on
ensuring Napoleon’s absolute power over Europe. Napoleon took power with a Coup d’etat and
was named Emperor of France. Napoleon’s France waged war on different nations, and many
alliances were made. After the wars ended in 1814, Napoleon was exiled but returned to France
in 1815 where he rebuilt his army. However, he was defeated by other allied armies. The
different nations in Europe will work together whether it be by fighting or negotioating the
different powers and events in the war and how to get through them to find their way to the end
of the war.

Background
The French Revolution
The French Revolution began in 1789 and lasted until 1799.
The citizens of France fought to change the way the
government ruled over the people. Each social class had
different powers and rights which was seen as unfair. The
Bourgeoise (the highest social class) had lots of financial
power, but no political power. The classes underneath the
Bourgeoisie– the proletariat– had very few rights and little
money. The King decided to increase the taxes on the lower
classes, causing them to revolt. As a result of France’s aid in
the American Revolution, they were nearing bankruptcy,
and this burden was placed on the peasants and lower classes. Ideas from the Enlightenment
inspired the higher class. One idea was the rejection of Divine Right which caused the people not
to support or respect the king as much. Later, the king attempted to flee France but was
eventually caught and brought back to Paris. Then, the National Convention met and decided to
execute King Louis XVI and establish the republic of France.

The Coup D’etat
Napoleon Bonaparte led a coup d’etat that left him the First Consul of France. This took
place on November 9, 1799. The Coup overthrew the Directory of France, which lasted four years
and was the central government of France. Abbé Sieyès planned the Coup with Napoleon where
they had everyone meet. Later the Directory ended, as well as the French Revolution, but started
the Napoleonic Era. The Coup left no one dead and Napoleon gained all political power, but
soon abolished the Consulate and named himself the Emperor of France.

The Emperor of France
Napoleon Bonaparte became Emperor of France when he was 35 years old. His ambition
and road to power came from his extreme sensitivity to criticism, money insecurity, class
inferiority, and intellectual envy. While he was born in a wealthy community, his family was not
as fortunate. While young he was aware of the major differences in social classes, and eventually
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joined a military academy. His arrogance at a
young age caused him to distance himself
from those around him, leaving him with few
friends. He wanted to excel in his career so
he worked hard to do everything to get to the
top. When he became the Emperor of France,
he did everything he could to keep and
strengthen his power. He made sure things in
the government were catered to him and his
needs were met. After his failure to conquer
Russia he put together his best and largest army to attempt to retaliate, however, once again
failed.

In the Napoleonic Era
Napoleon Bonaparte ruled France for 14 years. He wanted to establish a stable nation
and have a France-dominated Europe. He established his own power by continuously waging
war on other countries and by establishing the
Napoleonic Code. The Napoleonic Code placed
men over the rest of the family and gave them
more authority than women. This code deprived
women of any of the rights they previously had.
All men were free to choose whichever religion
they wanted to participate in and it also granted
them equal rights. Colonial slavery was
reintroduced and also determined the life of
children. This code was put into place in France,
and every country that Napoleon conquered. It
was a new way of life that everyone followed until his downfall in 1815.

The Haitian Revolution
During the Napoleonic Wars, Haitians were
enslaved and decided to have their own Revolution, led
by Toussaint Louverture. Later he was captured and
arrested, and soon died. Under French rule, Haiti’s
name was Saint-Domingue. The Revolution lasted from
1791 to 1804, in an attempt to overthrow the French
Regime. The fighting was between the enslaved Haitians,
as well as the French and British armies. When
Napoleon came to power, he sent generals to end the
Revolution, however, they failed, leaving Haiti an
independent country. This revolution crushed
Napoleon’s efforts of creating a French empire in the west and led to his decision to sell
Louisiana to the United States.

French Nationalism
The Napoleonic Wars
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The main ideas of the French Revolution were Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity.
Napoleon promoted the idea of Nationalism. This was because he needed the citizens of France
to stay loyal to him and their country. This helped him to stay in power and continue to spread
his ideas across Europe. French armies performed better than other countries, not because they
were more determined, but because they had a great sense of nationalism. In France, the citizens
pushed for equality and freedom in the future Napoleon and his armies spread nationalism
throughout Europe and even to the Middle
East. However, his strong push for nationalism
soon turned Europeans against French
nationalism.

Napoleon’s Army
Napoleon had a strong army. Once again,
his army had a strong sense of nationalism and
dedication to their country. They were also
directly dedicated to Napoleon. Napoleon had
lots of military knowledge as well. He had
multiple sets of battle strategies and tactics.

Napoleon’s Downfall
The Continental System was one strategy Napoleon used to weaken Britain and its trade
system. All allied states, including, Prussia, Austria, Russia, and Sweden, were a part of the
system and were not permitted to trade with Britain. However, Russia pulled out of this system
which soon led to Napoleon’s downfall. This led Napoleon to lead an army to attack Russia,
which failed since Russia formed a plan to retreat. Napoleon’s army was not prepared as
Napoleon made them go further into Russia. Both sides lost numerous amounts of people.
After more fights, Napoleon’s original 600,000 troops went down to 100,000. Later, in
Spain, his forces were once again defeated. He then retreated to France in 1814, where the
coalition captured Paris. Napoleon was soon forced to leave the throne and was exiled to an
island in the Mediterranean. In 1815, he escaped the island and returned to France where he was
welcomed back. After another war, he was once again forced to leave the throne and was exiled
to an island in the South Atlantic Ocean, where he died.

Current Situation
In this committee, we are in the years 1803 to 1815. Delegates will be faced with
determining how to work with the Napoleonic Wars and the constantly shifting powers.
Delegates can form allies with other countries, and debate about the wars waged against them.
To find solutions to the power struggle, delegates can either continue to fight against the other
countries and their leaders, work things out peacefully, or find a different way to put an end to
the wars.

Questions To Consider
The Napoleonic Wars
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●
●
●
●
●
●

How do the Napoleonic Wars affect your nation specifically?
What does your nation add to the Napoleonic Wars, what does Napoleon gain or
lose by either having or not having you?
How did the wars affect and change the people of your nation?
How did alliances with other countries help or hurt your government? What
alliances did you make?
What are your priorities to help your nation, and where do your loyalties lie?
How does your country fit Napoleon’s needs? What does your country have that
Napoleon wanted?

Blocs
France and Occupied States Bloc
This bloc is made up of France and the nations it occupied. All the nations in this bloc
were ruled under the Napoleonic Code and were under the control of Napoleon. Spain, Portugal,
Helvetic Republic, Austria, Naples, the Netherlands, and Denmark-Norway are all occupied
countries in this bloc.

The Coalitions
The Coalitions were nations that allied themselves together against France. By the start
of the Napoleonic Wars, there were already previous coalitions, formed to stop the new French
Republic. The Third Coalition was formed in 1805, near the beginning of the wars. This coalition
was made up of England, Russia, Sweden, and Austria. However, France gained control of
Austria that same year. In 1813 Prussia joined the coalition under the rule of Frederick William
III.

Delegates
France

France is located on the western edge of
Europe. Napoleon Bonaparte was the
Emperor of France. He was an authoritarian
leader, with a military dictatorship. The
Napoleonic Code dominated the country.
France was modernized and the political and
social structures were changed. France went
to war and took over different countries in
Europe while gaining allies at the same time.
Napoleon helped to extend France and tried
to unite Europe under one French Empire.
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Spain

Spain is a country neighboring France to the
west. It was ruled by King Charles IV before it
was invaded by Napoleon Bonaparte in order
to help supply the occupying forces in
Portugal. The invasion started the Peninsular
War in 1808. A few months into the invasion
the king abdicated his position and
Napoleon’s brother was proclaimed king.

Portugal

Portugal borders Spain to the west. Allied
with Britain. Napoleon ordered Portugal to
declare war on Britain, and Portugal was slow
to act. As a result of that, Napoleon ordered
30 thousand soldiers to march from Spain to
Portugal. The Portuguese royal family fled to
Brazil. And the French army conquered it.

Helvetic Republic

Formerly Switzerland, was conquered by
France. The government in the republic was
similar to the Directory system in France.
Napoleon frequently had to help solve
disputes, leading him to gain more control
over the republic.

Austria

Austria is a country bordering Switzerland to
the west and Germany to the north. It had an
army that was not well equipped and
untrained. Austria was invaded as a result of
foreign ministers who believed that allying
with Russia would cause Napoleon to not
invade them, when in reality, it only
encouraged Napoleon.

Russia

Alexander I ruled Russia during the time of
the Napoleonic Wars. Napoleon and his army
invaded Russia to get them to stop trading
with Britain. Alexander I did not listen to his
order so Napoleon sent his troops. This
invasion did not work out for France as the
Russian army did not engage in the fighting.

Prussia

During the Napoleonic Wars, Prussia was led
by Frederick William III. After the French
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Revolution, Prussia was broke and not a
strong country. In order to prevent any wars,
they declared neutrality to Napoleon’s wars.
Years later, they signed a treaty where they
joined an alliance with France, which later
ended.
Britain

The British army was far more powerful than
the French army. It was advanced and had
great tactics, making it the hardest nation to
defeat. They created an anti-French coalition.
Since Napoleon could not invade Britain, he
tried to make a blockade. Britain plays an
important role in Napoleon's downfall at the
end of the wars.

Naples

Naples was ruled by Joachim Napoleon.
Naples joined the first, second, and third,
coalition against France. For two years
Naples was under Joseph Bonaparte's
(Napoleon’s brother) rule. The Napoleonic
Code was put into place here.

Sweden

Sweden is located in the North of Europe. Its
eventual leader, Marshal Jean-Baptiste
Bernadotte was a French commander during
the Napoleonic wars; he was renamed
Charles XIV John and led Swedish forces
against Napoleon. He was crowned king of
Sweden in 1818. Sweden was part of the third,
fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh coalitions.

The Netherlands

The Netherlands are bordering France’s
north side. Eventually In 1810 Holland was
annexed by the French Empire and lost
independence. The Netherlands fell under the
supervision of the French until there was a
restoration of sovereignty in 1813 by William
I.

Denmark-Norway

After remaining neutral throughout most of
the war, Denmark was forced into an alliance
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with France and was on the losing side of the
war in 1814.

The United States

The United States tried to remain neutral
during the Napoleonic Wars, however, began
to become involved in 1812. In 1800
Napoleon gained back Louisiana from Spain
and later signed the Louisiana Purchase in
1803, which helped to fund an army. The
United States had a rough relationship with
Britain at this time. When the War of 1812
began, America eventually intervened.

Further Research
Although this guide is a great starting point for research, additional investigation is
necessary for further understanding of the committee and the topics to be discussed. Delegates
are strongly encouraged to look for sources beyond the background guide, especially when
researching topics specific to particular positions. Taking these actions will ensure a successful
committee experience for all delegates.
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